
CHALLENGER 350LXi



LIFE IS FULL OF LIMITS.
LEAVE YOURS ON THE GROUND.



THIS JET MEANS BUSINESS.
The Challenger 350LXi from Bombardier is designed for the discerning traveler. Raise your expectations of what private business travel  

can be, and find out why this jet is undeniably the best in its class.

The Challenger 350LXi super-midsize jet is a new generation of private aircraft. It’s the craftsmanship, luxury and adaptability you’ve come  

to expect from the Challenger line, updated for the modern businessperson. 

This is truly an aircraft for all occasions. Travel with up to eight associates with fully customizable seating configurations, perfect for 

in-air work sessions. Stay productive while you fly, using state-of-the-art touch controls and high-definition monitors with plug-and-play 

connectivity. Relax in lie-flat seats, while the Lufthansa Technik Nice® HD audio system plays the soundtrack to your flight. This aircraft 

is designed to anticipate travel needs you didn’t even know you had.

EXPLORE THE UNCOMPROMISING CHALLENGER 350LXi.



THIS FEELING.
NOW AVAILABLE IN AN AIRCRAFT.



BREAKFAST IN NEW YORK. LUNCH IN L.A.
In the Challenger 350LXi, limitations fall away. With one of the longest range capabilities of any jet in its class, you’re able to travel 

non-stop from coast to coast. Depart from New York and fly anywhere in the country – the destinations, and the possibilities,  

are endless.

The Challenger 350LXi doesn’t just fly further than the Challenger 300, Bombardier’s advancements in aeronautical engineering 

improve performance by almost every measure; newly designed canted winglets increase efficiency by reducing drag, and more 

powerful Honeywell engines allow this jet to climb faster and cruise higher, for a shorter, more efficient ride – all while reducing  

carbon emissions.

Muffling engine noise has been an aim of aircraft manufacturers since the dawn of jet travel, and the Challenger 350LXi is leading 

the industry by offering one of the quietest cabins available. Constant noise on long-distance flights can cause fatigue, which is why 

every aspect of the Challenger 350LXi is designed with sound suppression in mind. When designing the interior, we chose textiles 

engineered to minimize the cabin’s acoustical footprint. And a solid galley door, when closed, creates a calm, quiet atmosphere – don’t  

be surprised if you wake from a mid-flight nap and think you’ve already landed.

106 cubic feet of in-cabin aft storage will come in handy during those cross-country flights, allowing you to keep your belongings close  

by. For business or for leisure, long-range treks and short, this aircraft adapts to your every travel need.



STUNNING NATURAL HIGHLIGHTS.



THREE CUSTOM CABIN DESIGNS.
A ONE-OF-A-KIND EXPERIENCE.
The legendary tailors on Savile Row in Central London make a formal garment look and feel as natural as your own skin. It’s a skill 

that takes years to perfect, through repetition, finesse and complete dedication to the craft. 

Stepping aboard the Challenger 350LXi feels like slipping into a suit handmade by an Old World master. Each detail of the jet’s interior has 

been meticulously planned; the final result built on decades of experience in cabin design, for a cohesive aesthetic that is far greater than  

the sum of its parts. The style is simple, elegant, never ostentatious, but always impressive.

Glance around the cabin and you’ll notice the artistry in every detail. Our custom interiors feature supple, ergonomic leather seats, exotic 

wood veneer and sleek metal trim that come together to make a sublimely dramatic impression. There may be other Challengers in the 

air, but there’s only one contender.



EVERY TRIP IS UNIQUE.
NOW THE JOURNEY IS, TOO.



BUILT FOR BUSINESS. CUSTOMIZED FOR COMFORT.
The Challenger 350LXi was purpose-built for comfort, style and balance. With the widest cabin in its category, flat floor and ample 

headroom when standing, this aircraft feels more like a corner office than a jet. The side-ledge concept, in tandem with pneumatic 

slide-out tables, provides dedicated workspaces for all passengers, while an angled touchscreen intuitively controls the cabin’s 

multimedia functions.

There’s one subtle update to the Challenger 350LXi that becomes especially striking on a sunny day. Larger windows let about 12  

percent more ambient light into the cabin, highlighting the custom interior and providing passengers with a better view while in flight.  

And with Gogo Text & Talk functionality built into this aircraft, you’re always connected to the fast-paced world below.

Beyond custom interiors and engine updates, it’s reliability that has earned the Challenger line of jets a place of honor within the 

Flexjet fleet. With more than a decade of experience flying, maintaining and operating Challengers, and having welcomed more than 

100 of these aircraft into the Flexjet fleet, we know Challengers better than anyone in the industry – and we have the safety and service  

record to prove it.
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PERFECTLY BALANCED, FROM TIP TO TAIL.
There’s no single feature that makes the Challenger 350LXi the best aircraft in its class – the excellence is a culmination of countless 

details that work in concert to make this the quintessential private jet.

Whether you’re traveling with one person or seven, on a 50-minute or 5-hour flight, the Challenger 350LXi conforms to your every 

travel need. The cabin’s spacious layout, dynamic workspaces and digital connectivity make it perfectly suited for business meetings  

– while lie-flat, ergonomic seats and a high-end audio system will put you in the mood for a relaxing trip to Cabo. 

Performance, luxury and reliability are part of Flexjet’s DNA, which is why we’re proud to add the Challenger 350LXi to our growing 

fleet of private aircraft. This is truly a superlative jet that needs to be experienced to fully appreciate.

SPEED & RANGE
NORMAL CRUISE SPEED
528 mph

MAXIMUM OPERATING RANGE
3,660 statute-mile range

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT
28’7” x 7’2” x 6’1”

CABIN AMENITIES

Power Outlets
Telephone
Video Monitors
Airshow System
DVD Player
CD Stereo

PASSENGER CAPACITY
8 Passengers

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
106 ft3 (cubic feet)

Headsets
Cabin Speakers
Microwave or Warming Oven
Full Refreshment Center
Fully Enclosed Aft Lavatory

GoGo® Text & Talk
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YOU WON’T JUST BE FLOWN, YOU’LL BE MOVED.
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